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Featured articles and news

Types of wall

From rainscreens to trombe walls, how many different types of
wall can you think of?

Congestion in historic
cities
The same area of road can
move 4,400 people an hour
by car, 14,400 by bike, or
66,000 by tram.

Data as infrastructure
ICE call for data to be
treated in the same way as
physical infrastructure. 

Stonehenge tunnel
Highways England publish
revised designs for the
Stonehenge road tunnel.

Battery storage
BSRIA examine whether the
UK can be a leader in
battery storage.

Change control and
quality
When projects are changed,
strict controls are essential
to reduce risks to quality.

Imagination Works

Commended for CIAT's Student Award for Excellence,
Imagination Works is a demonstration of the innovative use of
technology.

 

Around the web

FMB, 12 Feb
The UK economy is missing
out on £10bn a year
because home owners are
fearful of cowboy builders.

The Guardian, 12 Feb
UK tenants paid a record
£50bn in rent in 2017.

Construction Index, 12
Feb
Small TfL sites are
packaged specially for SME
house-builders.

BIMplus, 11 Feb
Blockchain could hold the
key to unlocking BIM Level
3.

CIC, 9 Feb
New CIM marketing course
will build better construction
marketers.

Construction Manager, 9
Feb
Heathrow reveals potential
offsite hubs for expansion.

Gov.uk, 12 Feb
New ‘supercabs’ to tackle
dangerous driving on
England’s motorways.

3.5 million people use Designing Buildings Wiki to find construction industry
knowledge every year. Write an article and they will also find out about you.
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